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JUSTIFICATION GUIDELINES  
RECOMMENDING CAPTION.ED TO DSA STUDENTS IN A 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT REPORT 
 
 
 
Caption.Ed by TalkType is approved by SFE, SFW, SFNI and SAAS for DSA 
recommendations. 
 
WHAT IS CAPTION.ED? 
Caption.Ed provides on-demand, real-time captions/text transcripts for any 
online live or pre-recorded media. Caption.Ed captions are customisable and 
downloadable. Caption.Ed provides market-leading accuracy and coverage of 
specialist terminology. 
 
 
WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM CAPTION.ED THROUGH THE DSA?  
 
Students Need Areas in which Caption.Ed can help 
Specific Learning 
Difficulties eg. Dyslexia 

- Slow speed of writing or typing; 
- Difficulty in listening and writing or typing 

at the same time; 
- Weakness in spelling which renders written 

notes challenging to comprehend 
- Deficit in working memory 
- Deficit in concentration 

Hearing Impairment - Difficulties interpreting spoken information 
Motor and coordination 
impairment 

- Inability or slow speed of writing and typing 

ADHD and mental health 
complaints 

- Deficit in concentration 
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DISABILITY RELATED EXAMPLE JUSTIFICATIONS 
 
 
HEARING IMPAIRMENT 
 
This student has a hearing impairment and as such, has difficulty consuming 
information in a spoken format from study-related events and media. This 
student will, therefore, need to be able to caption their lectures, meetings, 
seminars and online study resource. Their educational institution will not always 
provide this. Any captions provided by their institution will not be downloadable 
or customisable, which limits their accessibility. 
 
The full version of Caption.Ed will be installed on the computer. 
 
Caption.Ed will enable to this student to receive highly accurate, customisable 
and downloadable captions for their online media. 
 
 
SPLD (CONCENTRATION / AUDITORY WORKING MEMORY DEFICIT) 
 
This Student experiences difficulty in taking notes during study events due to 
the speed at which they can take notes. This means that this student has 
difficulty making a complete set of notes while the event is taking place. This 
results in incomplete notes, poor legibility through writing very rapidly and 
spelling miscues. This student will need to be able to take notes during their 
lectures, meetings, seminars and online study resource. 
 
Caption.Ed will be installed on the computer. 
 
Caption.Ed will enable to this student to receive highly accurate, instant, 
customisable, and 
downloadable transcript for any online event or media. 
 
 
SPLD (SLOW WRITING SPEED) 
 
This student finds it challenging to take notes during study events due to 
difficulty in writing or typing at speed. This student will need to be able to take 
notes during their lectures, meetings, seminars and online study resource. 
 
Caption.Ed will be installed on the computer.  
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Caption.Ed will enable to this student to receive highly accurate, instant, 
customisable, and 
downloadable transcript for any online event or media. 
 
 
MENTAL HEALTH COMPLAINT 
 
This experiences difficulty in taking notes and following study events due to 
fluctuations in his/her concentration and attention, along with a disability-
related deficit in the working memory and linguistic processing. This means that 
this student will frequently miss spoken discussion and thus struggle to follow 
spoken information within the study event or while consuming online study-
related media. This student will need to be able to take notes during their 
lectures, meetings, seminars and online study resource. 
 
Caption.Ed will be installed on the computer. 
 
Caption.Ed will enable to this student to receive a highly accurate, instant, 
customisable, and downloadable transcript for any online event or media.  
 
 
MOTOR AND /OR CO-ORDINATION IMPAIRMENT 
 
This student finds it challenging to take notes during study events due to 
difficulty in writing or typing at speed. This student will need to be able to take 
notes during their lectures, meetings, seminars and online study resource. 
Caption.Ed will be installed on the computer. 
 
Caption.Ed will enable to this student to receive a highly accurate, instant, 
customisable, and downloadable transcript for any online event or media 
 
 
ADHD 
 
This student experiences difficulty in taking notes and following study events 
due to fluctuations in his/her concentration and attention. This means that this 
student will frequently miss spoken discussion and thus struggle to follow 
spoken information within the study event or while consuming online study-
related media.  
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This student will need to be able to take notes during their lectures, meetings, 
seminars and while watching online study resource.  
 
Caption.Ed will be installed on the computer.  
 
Caption.Ed will enable to this student to receive highly accurate, instant, 
customisable, and downloadable transcripts for any online event or media. 
 
 
 
 
GENERAL ADVICE 
 
Medical evidence of mental health difficulties may not refer directly to 
attention and concentration, but if it relates to anxiety or depression, then 
these are often concomitant. Please note that Caption.Ed will work with almost 
all online study related media, and so even if the student university doesn’t use 
lecture capture, or does and captions it’s lectures, the student will inevitably 
need to review other course related media online which will not be captioned 
as may not be owned by the university. 
 
Please note that the captions, and transcript provided by Caption.Ed is 
customisable, which is very rarely the case for pre-captioned media such as that 
offered by universities. This means the student can adjust the text in a more 
personally accessible format. 
 


